Macro forces: Evolution & synergy
H ISTORY
A NA LYT I CS

PRESENT

HINDSIGHT Looking into
the rear-view mirror at what
has already happened

CLO UD

BOTTOM LINE Abstracting
away cost and complexity
to shorten time-to-value

D I GI TA L E X P E RI E NCE

DIGITAL Shorthand for
customer-facing tools and
channels (sales, marketing,
customer service)

FUT UR E

FORECAST Ability to predict,
prescribe, and respond based
on insights from analytics

VELOCITY Moving to public
oﬀerings and enabling
innovation through platforms

ALL-IN Encompassing
the entire enterprise—
back-oﬃce, front-line,
products, and oﬀerings

EXPAND Dynamic data fabric for
intake, classiﬁcation, and management of expanding networks of data

INTEGRATION Fueling
broad disruption as part of
interdependent ecosystems

CRAFT Leveraging design
principles to move from art
to science, emphasizing the
human experience

CO RE

FOUNDATION Enterprises
replatform core systems
to address technical debt

LAUNCHPAD Microservices
and remediated core
support digital roadmap

TRANSFORM Reimagining
core as a platform to fuel
innovation and growth

R IS K

PROTECT Securing assets
and enforcing compliance
policies

EMBED Baking security and
risk into each technology
investment lifecycle step

NEXT LEVEL Broadening
focus of risk to tech ethics
and social responsibility

OPTIMIZE Plan, build,
and run capabilities for
operational eﬃciency
and project execution

FOCUS Reorienting tech
teams around product
and business outcomes

BUSINESS OF TECHNOLOGY

CO G NI TI VE

BLO CKCHA I N

D I G I TA L RE A LI TY

UNIFY Unlocking the
potential of technologies like
machine learning and RPA

CRUNCH Bringing data and
algorithms to the forefront
to solve problems

TREND Entering the
vernacular in relation
to cryptocurrencies

GADGETS Beginning as cool
devices, shiny objects, and
niche oﬀerings

ELEVATE The technology
organization of the future
is consultative, integrated,
and autonomous

UP & UP A core strategic driver
embedded in an organization’s
ambitions and actions

TRUST Digital asset
management and exchange
for bounded cohorts

EXPERIENCE Understanding
new engagement and
design patterns

ACCELERATE Democratized
trust and distributed assets,
contracts, business processes

BEYOND THE GLASS Intuitive
engagement patterns trending
toward seamless transparency

